Abstract. In a recent paper, J. L. Fields established four theorems giving confluent expansions for functions of one variable. In the present paper, we extended one theorem of Fields for functions of two variables. The usefulness of the theorem is illustrated by obtaining known and hitherto unknown transformations for Appell functions and Horn functions.
1. This paper is a continuation of an earlier work of the author's (see [1] , [2] and [3] ). It discusses the extension of some results of Fields [4] to functions of two variables.
The usefulness of Theorem 1 below is illustrated by obtaining known and hitherto unknown transformations for functions of two variables such as Appell functions F" F2 and Horn functions H2 and H. [5, pp. 224-225, (6) , (7), (14) and (16) 
Using (2.5)-(2-7)in (2-2) and comparing with (2.3), we obtain
Now we proceed to obtain convergence conditions for (2.3). Let |s| < x0 < r and \xy\ < x0-y0 < s. Then
Employing formula [8, p. 57 , (2)], we obtain after some simplification,
which is convergent for |s| < r/2, \xy\ < s/2. Hence, (2.3) is proved.
We can easily show that the g¡.k(x, y) in ( can be rearranged to read
Six, xy, er) = g ., (ff + é)/-gr~ . 1*1 < r/2, |s,| < ,/2.
3. In this section, we establish various transformation formulae and generating relations for functions of two variables. The result (3.6) is important as it contains all known transformations [5, p. 240, (6)- (8)]. Formula (3.7) is known [5, p. 239 , (1)], but the technique for obtaining it is new. The rest of the formulae are believed to be new.
We establish the following results. Reversing the order of the inner summation and summing the series over n, we arrive at In (3.9), employing formula [5, p. 112, (17) ] and expressing the hypergeometric function in series form, we obtain the transformation formula (3.2).
(b) Again in (3.9), making use of formula [5, p. 112, (16) ], substituting ly = a + 1, replacing x by (x2 -l)/4x2 and employing formula [5, p. 254, (11)], we obtain a generating function for the Jacobi polynomial given by (3.3) .
In (3.3), substituting er + b' = (a + l)/2 and replacing y by 4s^/(s2 -1), we have
On comparing the right-hand side of (3.10) with the left-hand side of formula [8, p. 271 , (11)], we obtain (3.4).
(c) Setting
in Theorem 2, we have, on simplification, Six, xy, er) = H2ia, cr + a', y, S, er + 6', xy, x)
In (3.11), summing the series over n, we obtain the result (3.5). Inserting the factor iß')"/iß')n on the right-hand side of (3.12), we obtain formula (3.6), which involves the Lauricella function FA [6, p. 114] . Substituting a' = 6' and replacing y by 4xy/(x2 -1) in (3.13), we obtain, on simplification, a known generating function [8, p. 156, (1) ] for the Legendre polynomial.
(ii) In (3.5), replacing y by y/x, x by x/5 and letting 5 tend to infinity, we obtain H2ia, cr + a', y, a + ft', y, x) (3.14)
, v = (1 -y)-a-H2\a,b' -a'.y.a-+ ft', -£-y , *<1 -JO/, where 7/2 is the confluent hypergeometric function [5, p. 226, (30) ]. Again in (3.14), replacing x by x/t an(i letting 7 tend to infinity, we have the transformation formula H3ia, a + a', a + ft', .y, s) (3.15) . v = (1 -jO-"-».^, ft' -a', er + ft', -£-y , s(l -y))
where #3 is the hypergeometric function [5, p. 226, (31) ].
(iii) In (3.12), summing the series over n, we obtain a known transformation formula [5, p. 240, (7)]. 
